Tanwayour Minutes May 2012
We met as usual at Brothers Restaurant at noon. There were 8 in attendance, 6 of whom were
officers:
Agnes Wurtman - A&S
Michael of Tanwayour - Herald
Eblenn
Maggie - Exchequer
Steve
Lorenzo - Deputy Herald
Levi - Constable
Ellyn - Seneschal
Old Business: Anniversary
- Maggie was reimbursed for the site fee finally. Agnes was reimbursed for the beads to go on
our site tokens.
- Funnel cakes will be demo'd - Maggie is to bring the propane powered deep fryer to Potrero so
they can do a test run.
- There will be an A&S display - this will be announced on the Calafia List and added to the June
Tanwayour event announcement in the Crown Printscess. Agnes will contact the Viking Guild to
see who wants to bring their stuff to show.
- Bread Competition has been advertised. I will remove the bit about baking on site.
- Bards of Calafia will give a performance
- Herald of the day is not decided - Levi is to ask Baroness Brianna if she will do it.
- Marshalls have been contacted and will be on site to set up the erics
- Prizes: Autocrat should be buying these but we didn't stress that - please lets get this sorted out
in the next week or so.
For Heavies we're going to give some duct tape, hopefully with dragons on it - Agnes will
decorate a Duck Tape box with a cartoon of a duck holding a sword - Ellyn to do the artwork and
get it to Agnes
For Rapier we'll give electrical tape in a box with two swords and a squiggly line of electricity
flowing between them - Levi to do the artwork and get it to Agnes
Youth will get bubble blowing toys
Bread Competition - ellyn was supposed go to the Cooking Guild meeting to ask Ray to make
oven mitts like he did a few years back that Eblenn won, but the cooking guild meeting has been
cancelled and I don't have his email address. Eblenn was also going to take a look and see if she
can't make them or have Ellyn make them.
- Officers - any changes being made? Yes, Ellyn is stepping down as Seneschal and Ketill is
stepping up. Ellyn is going to become Kingdom Chronicler at Caid Coronation so will be too
busy to keep this up.

New Business:
- Presentations for Anniversary Royals will get a check or cash for $100 toward their travel fund, a $50 Walmart card from
Maggie, and some award cord if we can get some made. Ketill and Ellyn are asked to try and
make some before the event.
Baron & Baroness will also get $100 for their travel fund and award cords if we can make them
in time.
- Largesse gift for TRMs - Agnes has been approved to purchase supplies to make 10 lbs of
lightly scented (Chamomile flowers) soap for Her Majesty to give as largesse. They have to be
unscented or only Chamomile or lavender or she has an allergic reaction just being near them.
We would like to present this with our gift for TRMs at Anniversary.
The seneschal signed the Exchequer report for 2011 so we can mail it in. The electronic version
was sent as required, this is just follow up paperwork to avoid issues in the future.
That's all I have in my notes.

